The Student Union Malmö’s Recommendations regarding
the COVID-19 Pandemic
§ 1 - Recommendations for the Student Union’s associations
The following are guidelines recommended to the Student Union’s associations. The Student
Union’s associations must respect the Public Health Agency’s recommendations. Furthermore,
they are encouraged to keep themselves updated on the University’s as well the Student Union’s
guidelines.
The Student Union Malmö allows its associations to organise and hold physical events, as long as
they follow the guidelines from the Public Health Agency.
Furthermore, the Student Union encourages the associations to digitalize parts of their
operations in order to decrease the infection risk and provide opportunity for students in the risk
group and students living with/ or in close relation to people in the risk group, including students
in quarantine, to participate.
For the implementation of physical events, the Student Union recommends:
- To point out safe physical distances in areas with potential queues or clusters of people,
through e.g. tape on the ground and/ or the removal of furniture
- To keep the set distance at all times
- To separate incoming and outgoing foot traffic through separate doors (e.g. in the case of
Kölsvinet an entrance door (e.g. the regular entrance door) and one exit door (e.g. the
emergency exit door facing the water side)
- That events that are colliding with the regular opening hours of the Student Union (e.g.
Soup Lunch) should be planned and carried out with extra caution.
- That the amount of people should be tracked at all times to ensure it doesn’t exceed the
prevailing recommendations
- That events that involve the serving of beverages and/ or food, the self-service coffee
stand is to be moved into the reception area, in order to avoid the clustering of people
and extensive queues
- To budget for and provide additional hand sanitizer (and given the type of event even
additional face masks and medical gloves)
- That the hosts of any events are responsible for observing that participants stick to the
prevailing recommendations, this includes dispersing clusters of people, reminding people
of keeping a safe distance and washing their hands/ using sanitizer
- To transparently state in the description of the event which measures are taken to follow
the Public Health Agency’s recommendations and to state the maximum number of
guests
- To restrict the admission to events to Student Union and Käftis members only
- To reserve the right to exclude participants from an event if they show symptoms
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§ 2 - Recommendations to Malmö University students visiting the Student
Union’s premises and events
The Student Union advises all students to keep physical distance at all times, to wash their hands
regularly and to stay home if they show symptoms, including mild ones.
The symptoms are the following but not limited to:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Cough
Fever
Difficulty breathing
Runny nose
Blocked nose
Sore throat
Headache
Nausea
Muscle and joint pain

The Student Union recommends that all students keep themselves updated on guidelines
provided by the Public Health Agency. Every student is responsible for following the guidelines
and rules the Student Union has provided regarding physical activities on the Student Union’s
premises.
The Student Union reserves the right to exclude students from their premises if they show
symptoms or don’t follow the Student Union’s regulations.
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